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The mission of the Harvard Humanitarian Initiative
(HHI) is to relieve human suffering in war and disaster
by advancing the science and practice of humanitarian response worldwide. HHI is a leader in providing applied research, education and training on disaster man-
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HEALTH FACILITY MAPPING WITH
SAHANA, OPENSTREETMAP, AND CRISIS
MAPPERS

and technology sector. Together these activities can be
seen as an attempt by the V&TC community to make
sense of their own activities, and to start to apply both
individual and collective intelligence to the problem of
information overload and harmonization of effort.

One of more difficult problems during the Haiti operation was determining where the health facilities were.
The lists prior to the disaster were already out of date.
Once the quake destroyed hospitals and clinics, the list
became a critical must-have for OCHA.

Crisis Mappers and Open Aerial Mapping

The task was daunting. No agency had the definitive list;
each had what is assumed was a fragment with some
unknown number of facilities overlapping with other
lists. Some lists listed the same place in three different
lines of spreadsheet: one for French, Creole, and English. Some facilities appeared multiple times for other
reasons, like doctors’ offices that were inside a hospital.
Faced with a task that required speed and human labor,
OCHA and MapAction asked the Crisis Mappers community if it could crowdsource the effort to geo-locate
105 health facilities that had no location data. WFP made
a similar request, as did the U.S. Embassy in Haiti. Planning for this effort began on the evening of 20 January.
Coordinated through Sahana and OpenStreetMap, this
effort planned to use satellite imagery, OpenStreetMap
data, and outside sources to locate almost all these facilities, using crowdsourcing to fill in the data by distributing the effort among dozens of people. The request to
the crowd went out at 2:40AM on 22 January. Approximately 35 hours later, the team working on the problem
had located the de facto list of 102 of the 105 missing
hospitals used on the ground, inputting all the data into
the Sahana disaster management system. They had verified each facility by having an OpenStreetMap member
locate the hospital or clinic on high-resolution satellite
imagery (15cm resolution) and verify that health facility
was located at the submitted coordinates.
What happened next is critical to lessons learned from
the response. Sahana made the data available in open
data formats via several feed formats, including XML,
KML, GeoRSS, and the XML schema designed for tracking hospital data, EDXL-HAVE. This resource became
one the best resources for health facility data for the next
month. Over 8,000 unique individuals visited the site or
pulled from these feeds. Crowdsourcing had taken a responsibility that would have taken OCHA days to complete and reduced it to a little more than a day of work.
In the process, a group of V&TCs had built a process for
locating health facilities—a process that is now being
revised for the next disaster.

High-resolution imagery—defined here as being able
to see to the level of one meter—has not traditionally
been available at the field level for operating agencies
immediately after a disaster. Imagery can be critical to
making operational decisions, especially in regards
to logistics. But imagery also is time consuming to
process and analyze—a task for which field staff has
precious little time. During the response to the 2004
Indian Ocean tsunami, the UN staff in Aceh had asked
for detailed imagery of bridge outages so that they
could design supply chains around the island. They
had also requested nighttime infrared imagery of the island, hoping that heat of campfires and congregations
of (warm) people would help the UN identify where the
populations of destroyed villages had moved. While
they eventually received some imagery, they never
received a data set that answered their operational
questions.
Haiti was an entirely different case. A GeoEye/Google
partnership released high-resolution imagery of the
disaster 26 hours after the quake. Digital Globe soon
followed. What was remarkable was that these providers released the imagery under an “attribution only”
license, instead of the usual restrictive licenses that
prevent derived works and redistribution via other
online and offline channels.
Working in coordination with Crisis Mappers, the
Disaster Risk Management group in at the World Bank
commissioned the Rochester Institute of Technology
(RIT) and ImageCat to collect 15 cm aerial imagery of
Port-au-Prince. From 21–29 January, the teams flew a
prop aircraft in box patterns, releasing the imagery into
the public domain. This transformed the work of the
response.
The Haiti imagery would have been useful under any
circumstance, especially for the UN and the NGOs that
possessed the requisite geospatial information systems
experts to process the raw imagery into the formats
that laptop clients and web services could read and write.
However, in this case, something unexpected happened.
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